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Only 188 km from home, crossing the borders was taking more than it was supposed to. As they                  
arrived to the national guards, the border patrol asked for their passports and a 30 dinars fee                 
just to pass quickly. The procedures were supposed        
to be easy and free for libyans to enter the Tunisian           
territory. However, some national guards take      
advantage of the need of Libyans to cross the         
borders and request for bribery to pass quickly.        
Such scenarios happen to Libyans everyday in our        
common borders. Some Libyans have emergencies      
and duties in Tunisia and these illicit actions impede         
and violate their right to enter Tunisia freely. What         
is dangerous is that such incidents are overlooked        
and not talked about from both sides. National guards’ corruption is just a simple example of                
many violations happening every day in Tunisia 
 
Corruption, regardless of its root causes, is the misuse of power for personal benefits. Illicit               
ways are used to take advantage of some privileged positions. Laws, at that moment, lose their                
functioning and power to rule the people. Fundamental human rights are violated every day in               
the world through corruption: millions of dollars getting lost, people getting recruited based on              
political, religious, and socio-economic patronage and votes are bought for worthless things.            
Vital public services and goods such as healthcare and education will be harder to access for                
individuals and the state will lose the legitimacy of its institutions. 
 
Human rights violations are a consequence of the corruption. In other words, corruption is just a                
fuel for the contravention of civil liberties. In July 2016, private clinics in the capital Tunis were                 
accused of using expired stents. The stents indicated an expiration date prior to the date of their                 
manufacture. This scandal involved the clinic owners       
and 20 doctors. According to the National Authority        
against Corruption, there were a series of events        
starting from the purchase of the stents for half of the           
price, knowing that they are already expired. The clinic         
was reporting to the National Health Insurance Fund        
that the stents cost double the price of purchasing the          
to get a refund of 100%. Such incidents have put the           



lives of more than 10 victims in danger ; the greed of both clinic owners and doctors has cost                   
them a lot. Corruption, in this sense, in order to satisfy few individuals’ desirs the majority has to                  
pay and sacrifice their own legitimite rights. 
 
Corruption does not only strengthen privileged people but it hinders the interests of             
disadvantaged groups. Human rights become restricted by the corrupt practices and powerless            
individuals are given little to no opportunity to access basic rights and services. My own city,                
Gabes, is still suffering from the outcomes of        
corruption causing fatale pollution in the city.       
Weak human rights protection provided     
opportunities for normalized and easy     
corruption. The toxic emissions of the chemical       
group of Gabes was enough to cause cancer to         
hundreds of citizens. The local authorities have       
let the factor to expand and cause more harm         
for the environment in Gabes. Some individuals       
have become richer through this project,      
ignoring what consequences it will have on the people living in the city. Air pollution was not the                  
only consequence of this agreement, the chemical group dumps every day 14.000 tones of              
phosphogypsum in the in sea. Gabes Gulf, as locals call it now “The death shore”, is now spoilt                  
because of corruption .The locals are deprived even from their right of life and health. The                
degree of human rights violation varies depending on the type of corruption. Some widen the               
economic gap between different economic classes in society, others create insecurity in the             
economy and others may put people’s lives in danger.  
 
Corruption threatens the individuals well being and leads, directly or indirectly, to the violation of 
human rights. Corruption is a multi-class  criminal offense that involves political, economic and 
social aspects. This spread phenomena generates a lack of transparency and a lack of control 
by supervisory institutions making human rights an easier subject of violation. Affected groups 
find themselves powerless and are, themselves pushed to do corruption in order to fight 
corruption. It is also valid, then, to say that human rights violations create opportunity for 
corruption to spread. Corruption is also strongly influenced by the low salaries and violation of 
the rights for fair trials, dignity and freedom. So how can authorities manipulatives and endless 
outcomes of corruption to stop human rights violation? 
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